High level of coreceptor-independent HIV transfer induced by contacts between primary CD4 T cells.
Cell-to-cell virus transmission is one of the most efficient mechanisms of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) spread, requires CD4 and coreceptor expression in target cells, and may also lead to syncytium formation and cell death. Here, we show that in addition to this classical coreceptor-mediated transmission, the contact between HIV-producing cells and primary CD4 T cells lacking the appropriate coreceptor induced the uptake of HIV particles by target cells in the absence of membrane fusion or productive HIV replication. HIV uptake by CD4 T cells required cellular contacts mediated by the binding of gp120 to CD4 and intact actin cytoskeleton. HIV antigens taken up by CD4 T cells were rapidly endocytosed to trypsin-resistant compartments inducing a partial disappearance of CD4 molecules from the cell surface. Once the cellular contact was stopped, captured HIV were released as infectious particles. Electron microscopy revealed that HIV particles attached to the surface of target cells and accumulated in large (0.5-1.0 microm) intracellular vesicles containing 1-14 virions, without any evidence for massive clathrin-mediated HIV endocytosis. The capture of HIV particles into trypsin-resistant compartments required the availability of the gp120 binding site of CD4 but was independent of the intracytoplasmic tail of CD4. In conclusion, we describe a novel mechanism of HIV transmission, activated by the contact of infected and uninfected primary CD4 T cells, by which HIV could exploit CD4 T cells lacking the appropriate coreceptor as an itinerant virus reservoir.